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Detection thresholds were measured for interaurally in-phase sinusoids added to a narrow-band
dichotic noise masker which was either interaurally phase shifted ~NpSo condition! or time delayed
~NtSo condition!. The signals were spectrally centered in the noise bands and the delay t equaled
half the signal period. Both conditions were tested at 125 and 500 Hz for noise bandwidths of 10,
25, 50, and 100 Hz. In addition, NoSp and NoSo thresholds were obtained. In contrast to
expectations based on the EC theory, no differences in detection thresholds were observed between
thresholds in phase-shifted and time-shifted maskers. The results also cannot be explained on the
basis of more recent binaural models. The stimuli presented here might therefore serve as a useful
validation tool in the development of new binaural theories and models. © 1998 Acoustical
Society of America. @S0001-4966~98!03904-6#
PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc @RHD#

INTRODUCTION

When broadband noise is presented in phase to both
ears, and pure tones are presented out of phase to each ear
simultaneously ~NoSp condition!, the masked threshold is
generally lower than for the case when both the noise and the
tone are presented in phase ~NoSo condition! ~Hirsh, 1948;
Hafter and Carrier, 1969; Zurek and Durlach, 1987!. The
difference in detection threshold between the NoSo and the
NoSp condition is referred to as binaural masking level difference ~BMLD!. The increased sensitivity for out-of-phase
signals in a diotic noise is due to the generation of interaural
differences by adding the signal to the masker ~cf. Zurek,
1991!.
If the masker is interaurally phase shifted or time delayed and combined with an in-phase sinusoidal signal
~NpSo and NtSo, respectively!, the detection threshold is
also lower than for the NoSo condition ~Webster, 1951; Jeffress et al., 1952!. However, the NpSo and NtSo BMLDs
are generally smaller than for the NoSp condition ~Hirsh,
1948; Jeffress et al., 1952, 1962; Langford and Jeffress,
1964; Kohlrausch, 1986; Van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1997!.
The BMLD difference between the NoSp and the NpSo
condition can amount up to about 7 dB for a signal frequency
of 167 Hz, and decreases with increasing signal frequency
~Jeffress et al., 1962!.
One of the theories for interpreting BMLDs is the Equalization and Cancellation ~EC! theory, developed by Durlach
~1963!. The basic idea of this theory is that the auditory
system attempts to eliminate the masking components by
first transforming the stimuli presented to the two ears in
order to equalize the two masking components ~E-process!.
One possible transformation is applying an internal time delay. It is assumed that the E-process is performed imperfectly
due to internal errors. Subsequently, the stimulus in one ear
is subtracted from the stimulus in the other ear ~C-process!.
For NtSo, where t equals half the period of the center frequency of the noise and the signal, the cancellation process,
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after a compensating internal delay, results in an improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio which is equal to the improvement for the NoSp condition.
For a phase-shifted masker ~NpSo!, the interaural phase
shift has to be compensated by an internal time delay. For a
band-limited noise, the consecutive periods of the temporal
waveform are not exactly equal. Thus an external phase shift
cannot perfectly be compensated by an internal delay. This
mismatch of phase shift and time delay will increase with
increasing masker bandwidth, due to the decreasing similarity of subsequent periods of the masker. Therefore, the interaural correlation of the Np masker after the E-process is
smaller than one. This decrease of correlation will be referred to as decorrelation of the masker. It is well known that
binaural thresholds for an Sp signal increase with decreasing
interaural correlation of a masker ~Robinson and Jeffress,
1963!. In this respect, and under the assumption that binaural
detection for the NpSo condition is degraded by both internal errors and decorrelation ~Siegel and Colburn, 1989!,
NtSo and NoSp BMLDs should be larger than NpSo
BMLDs.
It has been shown previously that for wide-band
maskers, the NtSo and NpSo BMLDs are smaller than the
NoSp BMLDs ~Jeffress et al., 1962; Langford and Jeffress,
1964!, especially at low frequencies. However, a comparison
between the NpSo and the NtSo BMLDs for narrow-band
maskers as a function of frequency and bandwidth of the
noise has never been made. Since the bandwidth and frequency of the masker determine the amount of decorrelation
within the framework of the EC theory ~and hence the detection threshold!, the experiments form a critical test for the
EC theory.
To evaluate the hypothesis that the binaural system benefits from the absence of decorrelation in an interaurally
time-shifted condition in contrast to an interaurally phaseshifted condition, as suggested by the EC theory, binaural
masked thresholds were measured for NtSo and NpSo as a
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FIG. 1. NoSo ~diamonds!, NpSo ~triangles down!, NtSo ~triangles up!, and
NoSp ~blocks! thresholds at 125-Hz ~left panel! and 500-Hz ~right panel!
center frequency as a function of masker bandwidth. Error bars denote the
mean standard deviation between subjects for NoSo, NpSo, NtSo, and
NoSp.

function of masker bandwidth. As a reference, thresholds for
NoSo and NoSp were also measured.
I. PROCEDURE AND STIMULI

A 3-interval forced-choice procedure with adaptive
signal-level adjustment was used to determine masked
thresholds. Three masker intervals of 400-ms duration were
separated by pauses of 300 ms. A signal of 300-ms duration
was added to the temporal center of one of the masker intervals. Feedback was provided after each response of the subject.
The signal level was adjusted according to a two-down
one-up rule ~Levitt, 1971!. The initial step size for adjusting
the level was 8 dB. The stepsize was halved after every
second reversal of the level track until it reached 1 dB. The
run was then continued for another eight reversals. The median level at these last eight reversals was used as the threshold value. At least four threshold values were obtained for
each parameter value and subject.
All stimuli were generated digitally and converted to
analog signals with a two-channel, 16-bit D/A converter at a
sampling rate of 32 kHz. The masker signals were presented
to the subjects over Beyer Dynamic DT990 headphones at a
sound pressure level of 65 dB.
The 400-ms masker samples were obtained by randomly
selecting a segment from a 2000-ms bandpass-noise buffer.
The bandpass-noise buffer was created in the frequency domain by selecting the frequency range from the Fourier
transform of a 2000-ms broadband Gaussian noise. After an
inverse Fourier transform, the band-limited noise buffer of
2000 ms was obtained.
The 300-ms signals were sinusoids with a frequency
equal to the center frequency of the noise masker. In order to
avoid spectral splatter, the signal and the maskers were gated
with 50-ms raised-cosine ramps. Thresholds are expressed as
signal-to-overall-noise-power ratio and are the means of four
repetitions per condition and subject. Masked thresholds
were measured for NtSo, NpSo, NoSo, and NoSp conditions where t equals half the period of the center frequency.
II. RESULTS

Thresholds were obtained from three well-trained subjects with normal hearing. Mean NoSo, NpSo, NtSo, and
NoSp thresholds are shown in Fig. 1 at center frequencies of
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125 ~left panel! and 500 Hz ~right panel!. The thresholds for
the NoSo condition ~diamonds! show a slight decrease with
increasing bandwidth for both center frequencies. The slope
of 1.3 dB/oct is in line with other data obtained for noise
maskers of subcritical bandwidth ~de Boer, 1962; Kidd et al.,
1989; van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1997!. The thresholds for
the NpSo ~triangles down! and NtSo condition ~triangles up!
are very similar, while the NoSp condition ~squares! shows
lower thresholds. The average difference in detection thresholds between the NpSo and NoSp conditions is 8 dB at 125
Hz and 4 dB at 500 Hz, where the differences obtained with
the 100-Hz masker agree with the results from Kohlrausch
~1986! for broadband maskers. The difference between
NoSp and NtSo thresholds for 100-Hz bandwidth at 500 Hz
amounts to about 5 dB, a value similar to the 2.9-dB difference measured by Langford and Jeffress ~1964! for a broadband masker. Furthermore, there is an increase of the NpSo
and NtSo thresholds with increasing masker bandwidth
which is stronger at 125 Hz ~e.g., 2.1 dB/oct of masker bandwidth! than at 500 Hz ~1.2 dB/oct!. The mean difference
between NpSo and NtSo thresholds amounts to 20.5 dB,
implying that NtSo thresholds are slightly higher than NpSo
thresholds. According to a one-tailed Student’s t test on the
pooled differences of all subjects and conditions, this difference was significantly different from zero at a 2% significance level.
III. DISCUSSION

According to the EC theory, an Np or Nt masker is
equalized by applying an internal time delay. For the Nt
stimulus, the waveforms at the right and left side after the
equalization stage are identical, yielding a perfect interaural
correlation. For the Np stimulus, the phase shift is also compensated by an internal delay, yielding only a partially correlated masker. Therefore, if only this single time delay is
used in the detection process, NtSo thresholds would be expected to be lower than NpSo thresholds. This was not found
to be true in our experiments.
At 125-Hz center frequency, the increase of thresholds
with increasing masker bandwidth is larger than at 500 Hz.
This may be related to the fact that the internal delay necessary to compensate for the external phase shift decreases
with increasing center frequency, since the optimal internal
delay equals half the period of the center frequency of the
noise. Note that the temporal fluctuations of the envelope are
independent of center frequency, i.e., the interaural correlation decreases only with increasing delay and bandwidth of
the masker. Thus for a certain masker bandwidth, the amount
of decorrelation for the Np masker at a delay of half the
period of the center frequency is larger at 125 Hz than at 500
Hz. Furthermore, an increase in the bandwidth of a noise
signal results in a stronger damping of the cross-correlation
function. Thus at larger internal delays, the decorrelation
grows faster with increasing masker bandwidth than at
smaller internal delays. Consequently, a smaller effect of
masker bandwidth is expected at the higher frequency.
This qualitative analysis of the effects of masker bandwidth and interaural phase relations of the masker made us
wonder how large these effects are quantitatively. We there-
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fore evaluated the NpSo and NtSo BMLDs predicted by the
EC model as a function of the internal delay. The rationale
for this extension lies in the fact that the NtSo condition
shows smaller BMLDs than the NoSp condition. According
to the EC theory, both conditions should have equal BMLDs.
Furthermore, the optimal internal delay of 4 ms for the NtSo
condition at 125-Hz center frequency is rather large in comparison with plausible delays that occur in daily listening
conditions and in comparison with delays found in the neuronal system ~Palmer et al., 1990; Caird et al., 1991;
McAlpine et al., 1996!. In this respect, we hypothesized that
the internal delay assessed for detection at the 125-Hz condition might be smaller than the optimal internal delay of 4
ms ~cf. also the discussion in van der Heijden et al., 1997!.
According to the EC theory, the NoSp BMLD f (0,p ),
as a function of the internal delay D is given by ~see Durlach,
1972!

f ~ 0,p ! 5

k1cos~ v D !
.
k2 r ~ D !

~1!

Here, k is a factor that represents internal errors of the stimulus representation, v is the center frequency of the stimulus
and r~D! represents the autocorrelation function of the noise
after peripheral filtering. The NoSp thresholds were used to
determine the internal error term, resulting in k51.0202
~based on an NoSp BMLD of 20 dB!.1 The NtSo BMLD
f ( t ,0) as a function of the internal delay is D given by
f ~ t ,0! 5

k2cos~ v D !
,
k2 r ~ t 2D !

~2!

while the NpSo BMLD f ( p ,0) is given by
f ~ p ,0! 5

k2cos~ v D !
.
k1 r ~ D !

~3!

We computed the autocorrelation functions r~D! by filtering
the power spectrum of the noise maskers by a fourth-order
gammatone filter with an equivalent rectangular bandwidth
of 38.2 Hz at 125-Hz center frequency and 78.7 Hz at
500-Hz center frequency ~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!. The
bandwidth of 78.7 Hz at 500-Hz center frequency is in fair
agreement with the estimated filter bandwidth as provided by
Langford and Jeffress ~1964!. Subsequently, an inverse Fourier transform and a normalization resulted in the autocorrelation function for the stimuli after peripheral filtering. With
these assumptions we calculated the BMLD as a function of
the internal delay. The predicted NpSo and NtSo BMLDs at
125-Hz and 500-Hz center frequencies for a masker bandwidth of 10 Hz are shown as a function of the internal delay
in the left panel of Fig. 2. The solid and the dotted lines
represent the BMLDs for the NpSo and the NtSo condition
at 125-Hz center frequency, while the nearly identical dashed
and the dash-dotted lines represent the BMLDs at 500-Hz
center frequency. The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the
2081
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FIG. 2. BMLDs as a function of the internal delay according to the EC
theory. NpSo condition at 125-Hz center frequency ~solid line!; NtSo at
125-Hz center frequency ~dotted line!; NpSo at 500-Hz center frequency
~dashed line!; NtSo at 500-Hz center frequency ~dash-dotted line!. The left
panel represents predictions for 10-Hz bandwidth, the right panel those for
100-Hz bandwidth.

BMLDs at 100-Hz bandwidth in the same format. If we assume, as in the EC theory, an optimal delay is used for detection, some striking results in comparison with the experimental data can be summarized as follows:
~1! The EC theory does not predict any differences in
BMLD between the three conditions at 10-Hz bandwidth, assuming that optimal internal delays ~1 or 3 ms
at 500 Hz, 4 ms at 125 Hz! are used.
~2! At 100-Hz bandwidth, the EC theory predicts a difference of 2 dB between the NpSo and the NtSo condition
at 500-Hz center frequency, and a difference of 7 dB at
125-Hz center frequency. These differences are not
found in our experimental data.
~3! The predicted NtSo BMLDs remain constant with increasing masker bandwidth, while the experimental
NtSo BMLDs decrease from 15 dB at 10-Hz bandwidth
to 4 dB at 100-Hz bandwidth for the condition at 125-Hz
center frequency.
These observations suggest that, within the framework
of the EC theory, binaural detection based on a single, optimal delay cannot account for the experimental data presented
here. One could argue that a nonoptimal internal delay is
assessed for detection. Such an argument is supported by the
findings of Jeffress et al. ~1962!, that the NtSo BMLD for a
167-Hz signal reaches its maximum value already for t
50.5 ms and does not increase for larger noise delays. From
Fig. 2, we see that in order to achieve a BMLD of at least 4
dB for the NpSo condition at 125-Hz center frequency and
100-Hz bandwidth, the internal delay must amount to at least
2.5 ms. Furthermore, assuming that delays within a range of
2.5 ms are available for detection, an NtSo BMLD of 20 dB
is expected at 500-Hz center frequency and 100-Hz bandwidth, while the experimental data show a BMLD of only 15
dB.
Also modifications to the EC theory, such as proposed
by Green ~1966!, who suggested that besides subtraction also
addition is allowed in the cancellation step, cannot account
for our data. Clearly, the addition step would totally cancel
the masking noise in an NpSo condition, while the subtraction would totally cancel the masking noise in an NoSp condition and, after an appropriate delay, in an NtSo condition.
Consequently, this would result in equal thresholds for all
three conditions independent of the masker bandwidth,
which does not correspond to our data.2
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After having concluded that the EC theory cannot account for the results presented here, we tried to explain the
results within the framework of cross-correlation models ~see
Colburn, 1977; Zwicker and Henning, 1985; Lindemann,
1986; Shackleton et al., 1992; Stern and Shear, 1996; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1996!. A quantitative application of these
models to the detection conditions of the present study was
beyond our intentions. We think, however, that the existing
cross-correlation models cannot account for the dependency
of the detection thresholds on the masker bandwidth, due to
the fact that the simulated neural activity ~or crosscorrelation! in these models is not normalized with the stimulus
energy. This leads to the problem that the changes in the
neural activity that reflect changes in the interaural correlation are much smaller than the variation in the masker activity. To give an example: for a signal-to-noise ratio of
220 dB, the change in the cross correlation due to the addition of an Sp signal to a narrow-band diotic masker amounts
to 0.02 times the masker power. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the masker energy for a 10-Hz-wide noise
of a duration of 400 ms amounts to 0.5 times the masker
energy ~Bendat and Piersol, 1976!. Hence without normalization, the change in the interaural cross-correlation function due to the addition of a signal to a narrow-band masker
is much smaller than the uncertainty in the correlation function due to stimulus uncertainty. Thus if a change in the
~unnormalized! cross-correlation function is used as a cue for
detection, only small BMLDs are expected for narrow-band
maskers.3 Furthermore, since the standard deviation of the
masker energy decreases with increasing masker bandwidth,
the NoSp thresholds should decrease with increasing masker
bandwidth. This was not found to be true in our experiments;
according to Fig. 1, the NoSp thresholds remain approximately constant across bandwidth.
In summary, we think that neither the EC theory nor
current crosscorrelation models can predict the experimental
data presented here. Therefore, the understanding of the binaural processes involved in the experimental conditions of
this study still forms a challenge for psychoacousticians.
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1

Since we are interested in comparing, at each of the two frequencies 125
and 500 Hz, the relation between the three binaural conditions and the
influence of masker bandwidth we used, for simplicity, the same value for
k at 125 and 500 Hz.
2
An attempt to explain our data using the vector theory of binaural interaction ~Jeffress, 1972! is also bound to fail. As already noted by Jeffress et al.
~1962!, vector diagrams ‘‘do not explain the change of MLD’s with frequency nor the rather large difference possible between the MLD’s for
NoSp and NpSo.’’ ~Jeffress et al., 1962, p. 1125!. We can add that, without further modifications, the vector theory would also be unable to predict
a change in binaural thresholds with masker bandwidth.
3
The model by Stern and Shear ~1996! incorporates an automatic gain control stage which adjusts and thus eliminates the influence of overall stimulus level. However, as long as this stage does not follow intensity changes
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on a short-time basis, it does not solve the bandwidth problem described
above.
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